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Abstract. The bulk macroscopic response of a system of particles or inclusions with
field-induced forces is studied. The susceptibilities and transport coefficients in such
a system are expressed as averages of a multiple scattering expansion. A special
diagrammatic method is developed to analyze the structure of the expansion. The
concept of irreducibility is discussed in detail and shown to be crucial in obtaining
macroscopic equations characterizing the system response with coefficients depending
solely on local properties of the medium. Due to the representation of particles by lines
in diagrams, irreducibility is given a particularly simple topological interpretation in
the diagrammatic language. The method is illustrated by a discussion of response
problems in colloidal suspensions in presence of hydrodynamic interactions.
PACS numbers: 66.00.00,47.57.-s
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1. Introduction
Calculation of the effective properties of a composite system is an active field of research
(see e.g. [1, 2, 3] and references therein) important not only for the physical insight it
provides but also for many potential practical applications. The composite materials
considered here are systems of particles or inclusions embedded in a homogeneous
medium and subject to an external field. A classical example of such a system is the
Kirkwood-Yvon dielectric [4, 5] - a set of polarizable, spherical inclusions embedded in
a uniform and isotropic medium. Its relative simplicity makes it a convenient starting
point to illustrate the methods presented here. Next, we focus on a more complicated
composite system - a colloidal suspension, in which the motion of suspended particles
in the liquid is caused either by the gravitational force or by an imposed external flow.
To define the effective macroscopic properties, one must start from local equations
that govern the system response to external disturbances. The construction of such
equations is not trivial if there are long-range interactions present, since they often
lead to the divergent integrals in the expressions for the transport coefficients. Those
divergences are usually removed with use of rather subtle “regularization” techniques
(e.g. [6, 7, 8, 9]), which involve nontrivial manipulation of multiple scattering expansion
with the careful resummation of the various kinds of terms. The calculation may be
facilitated by the development of diagrammatic methods which not only allow the local
response equations to be obtained quickly and reliably, but also provide us with a clear
interpretation of the different steps in the regularization procedure, which are sometimes
obscured in the standard approach.
A key factor for a successful diagrammatic method is the requirement that the
structure of the terms of the scattering expansion should be reflected in topological
properties of respective diagrams. In particular, since a given particle may take part
in more than one scattering event, it is convenient to represent particles not by points
but by lines in analogy to the diagrammatic techniques developed by the Brussels group
[10] in nonequilibrium statistical physics. In particular, due to the representation of the
particles by lines in our diagrammatic approach, a natural ordering of the successive
scattering events in the multiple scattering expansion is reflected in the ordering of
the scattering events along the particle line. Additionally, the notion of irreducibility,
central to the regularization procedure, is now given an elegant interpretation in terms
of the topology of the diagrams. This constitutes a fundamental difference between
our approach and another diagrammatic technique found in the literature, due to
Barrera [11, 12]. In Barrera approach the particles are represented by points, which
complicates the analysis, since the diagrams then become multiply- connected, i.e.
there is usually more than one edge linking the nodes. Hence the edges must be
numbered in order to obtain a unique identification for a particular diagram. This
makes it harder to analyze various types of diagrams and to link the structure of the
multiple scattering expansion to the their topological properties. Additionally, there is
no obvious generalization of that technique to the time-dependent case, in contrast to
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the particle line approach.
The regularization procedure with use of the diagrammatic technique allows one to
obtain well-defined theoretical expressions for transport coefficients, free of the integrals
diverging with the size of the system, even in the presence of long-range forces. In
particular, as it will be shown in a subsequent paper, the diagrammatic expansion
allowed us to construct a hierarchy of equations for the correlation functions in a
settling suspension, which in turn allows to solve the long-standing problem of velocity
fluctuations in non-Brownian suspension [13]. Namely, it was argued theoretically more
than 20 years ago by Caflisch and Luke [14] that the velocity fluctuations should diverge
linearly with the macroscopic size of the system. However, this prediction has not
been confirmed in the experiments [15, 16, 17]. Instead, in most of the experiments,
the saturation of the velocity fluctuations was observed. A careful analysis of the
correlation structure of the settling suspension, in which the diagramatic analysis plays
a fundamental role, allowed us to show that the velocity fluctuations do not diverge with
increasing container dimensions. Another problem of a similar nature is the calculation
of the mean velocity of a settling non-Brownian suspension. Batchelor [18, 19] calculated
this quantity for the polydisperse suspension. It turns out, however, that his theory gives
ambiguous results for the monodisperse case (the result depends on the way the limit
is taken) [20]. Also in this case, a diagrammatic analysis allows us to derive a well-
defined and unambiguous result for the sedimentation velocity in both polydisperse and
monodisperse case [13].
The diagrammatic expansion constitutes also a good starting point for the
construction of various approximation methods for calculating the effective properties
of the medium. In general, transport coefficients have different values in the short-time
regime i.e., for times in which particles have hardly moved and for long times when the
relaxation of the distribution of particle positions becomes important. This relaxation
gives rise to the memory effects, which can also be incorporated into the presented
diagrammatic approach. Additionally, we discuss the relation of our approach to another
method of obtaining the transport coefficients, based on the Fourier space formulation
of response equations and subsequent calculation of the small wavenumber, k→ 0, limit
of the response kernels.
2. Multiple scattering expansion
A composite medium is often modeled by a disordered system of particles or inclusions
embedded in a homogeneous matrix. In many cases, if such a system is inserted into
the field Ψ0(r), the particles themselves become sources of the field (as it is the case for
polarizable dipole systems). The contribution of the induced sources to the total field
in the sample, Ψ(r) is then given by∫
dr′G(r, r′)s(r′) (2.1)
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where the function s(r) describes the intensity of the sources andG(r, r′) is the Green’s
function. The response of the particle i to the field Ψext, external to the particle, is
characterized by the operator M
si(r) =
∫
dr′M(i; r, r′)Ψext(r
′), i = 1, . . . , N (2.2)
with
M(i; r, r′) = θi(r)M(i; r, r
′)θi(r
′) (2.3)
where θi is a characteristic function of ith particle. The above equation reflects the fact
that the induced sources si depend only on the values of the field Ψext(r
′) within the
particle i and vanish outside the particle.
These ideas may be illustrated with an example of the Kirkwood-Yvon dielectric
[4, 5] - a system of N identical polarizable point dipoles. In this case the field Ψ
corresponds to the electric field in the dielectric whereas the sources si(r) are expressed
in terms of the dipole moments, pi, as
si(r) = piδ(r − ri) (2.4)
The Green’s function is then given by dipole-dipole interaction tensor
G(r, r′) = Gˆ(r − r′),
Gˆ(r) = ∇∇
1
r
= −
1
r3
+
3rˆrˆ
r3
.
(2.5)
Finally, the single particle scattering operator is simply
M(i; r, r′) = δ(r −Ri)αδ(r
′ −Ri) (2.6)
where α is the molecular polarizability and Ri - position of i th dipole.
Let us find the response of a composite system to the external field Ψ0(r). The
total field in the sample is then given by
Ψ = Ψ0 +
∑
i
Gsi (2.7)
whereas
si =M(i)
(
Ψ0 +G
∑
j 6=i
sj
)
(2.8)
In the above, the shorthand notation is used, in which the integrations and the
coordinates (r, r′) are suppressed, i.e.
(AB)(r) ≡
∫
A(r, r′)B(r′)dr′ (2.9)
Additionally, the space arguments of the operators (r, r′ etc.) are dropped. Note that
the term i = j is omitted in the summation (2.8) since the response relation (2.2) relates
the sources si to the field external with respect to the particle i.
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The relation (2.8) is iterated to obtain successive terms of a multiple-scattering
expansion
si = (M(i) +
∑
j 6=i
M(i)GM(j) + . . . )Ψ0. (2.10)
Using the above formalism, one can find the response kernel T defined by the relation
s = TΨ0, (2.11)
where s is the total source intensity
s =
∑
i
si. (2.12)
Using (2.10) one may represent T in the form of a scattering expansion
T =
∑
i
M (i) +
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
M(i)GM(j) + . . . (2.13)
3. Averaging the scattering expansion over configurations
Since we are interested in the average behaviour of the system on a macroscopic level,
its response should be averaged over an ensemble of particle configurations. Averaging
of (2.13) leads to
< s >=< T > Ψ0 (3.1)
where the brackets stand for a configurational average
< A >=
∫
A(X, r, r′)P (X)dX, (3.2)
and P (X) is the configurational probability distribution function, with X =
{R1,R2, . . . ,RN}.
In the dielectric example considered above this corresponds to the relation between
the external electric field, E0, and the polarization, P,
P =< s >=< T > E0. (3.3)
However, the above relation is not local, since polarization in the sample depends not
only on E0 but also on the shape of the sample, boundary conditions etc. Conversely, a
local relation characterizing dielectric response is
P = ǫ0χ < E > (3.4)
where < E > is the macroscopic electric field. The electric susceptibility χ does not
depend on the shape or size of the sample but only on the local properties of the material.
In particular, the dielectric constant of a medium is expressed as
ǫ = 1 + χ (3.5)
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Going back to the general case, we see that the operator < T > may not be a physically
meaningful measure of system’s response. Instead, one should study the response
operator X defined by the relation
< s >= X < Ψ > (3.6)
linking the sources < s > to the total field inside the sample, < Ψ >. The procedure of
obtaining X from < T > (so-called “reduction” or “regularization” of a response kernel)
is presented below in a systematic way.
First, we represent the operator T as
T =
∑
i
T (i) +
1
2!
∑
i 6=j
T (i, j) +
1
3!
∑
i 6=j 6=k
T (i, j, k) + ..., (3.7)
where T (i1, ..., is) comprises all these terms in the scattering sequence in which all the
particles {i1, i2...is} are included.
Hence we get for < T >
< T >=
N∑
s=1
N !
(N − s)!s!
∫
T (1, 2..., s)P (1, . . . , N)d1...dN, (3.8)
where we write i instead of Ri to simplify notation. The above expression may also be
written as
< T >=
N∑
s=1
1
s!
∫
T (1, 2..., s)n(1, 2, . . . , s)d1...ds, (3.9)
where n(1, 2..., s) is the s-particle partial distribution function
n(1, 2, ..., s) =
N !
(N − s)!
∫
P (1, .., N)d(s+ 1)...dN. (3.10)
Note that the s-particle partial distribution function can be written as
n(r1, r2, ...rs) =<
∑
i1,i2,...,is
′
δ(r1 −Ri1)δ(r2 −Ri2)...δ(rs −Ris) >, (3.11)
which in a shorthand notation will be also denoted as < 1 2 ... s >. The sum
∑′ in
the above expression is supplied with the condition that all ik, k = 1, . . . , s are different
each from the other. The above definition (3.11) of partial distribution function holds
also for a system with a variable number of particles (if the grand canonical ensemble
is used). In this case the sum in (3.9) should be extended up to infinity:
∑∞
i=1 [21].
Next we assume that the correlations between the two groups of particles vanish
as the distance between them goes to infinity. This means that the partial distribution
function should have the group property, i.e.
n(1, 2..., r, r + 1, .., s)→ n(1, 2..., r)n(r + 1, ..., s), (3.12)
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as the distance between the particles {1, 2...r} and {r + 1, ..., s} goes to infinity.
This property of the partial distribution function allows us to decompose n(1, 2...s)
as [10]
n(1) = h(1),
n(1, 2) = n(1)n(2) + h(1, 2),
n(1, 2, 3) = n(1)n(2)n(3) + n(1)h(2, 3) + n(2)h(1, 3) + n(3)h(1, 2) + h(1, 2, 3),
..., (3.13)
where the s-particle correlation function h(1, 2...s) which vanishes whenever any subset
of particles ⊂ {1, 2...s} is dragged away from the rest.
With the above decompositions one can write the average < A > in (3.2) as the
sum of terms of the general form
Ts(Λ, c) =
∫
Λ(i1, i2, . . . , is)c(i1, i2, . . . , is)di1...dis, (3.14)
where c(i1, i2, . . . , is) is a product of a number of correlation functions involving
particles {i1, . . . , is} whereas Λ(i1, i2, . . . , is) is one of the scattering sequences making
up T (i1, i2, . . . , is).
For the later use we introduce after Michels [22] the “uncorrelating operator”
Punc =><, (3.15)
which has the property of statistically uncorrelating the variables at its left from those
at its right, i.e.
< APuncB >=< A >< B > . (3.16)
The orthogonal complement of Punc is
Qunc = 1− >< . (3.17)
So, using the notation of Eq. (3.11), we get for example
< 1 Qunc 2 >=< 1 2 > − < 1 >< 2 >= n(1, 2)− n(1)n(2) = h(1, 2). (3.18)
The decomposition (3.13) together with the cluster expansion (3.7) leads to the
representation of response kernels as sums of many-body terms from the scattering
sequence multiplied by respective correlation functions. To deal effectively with such a
complicated structure a special diagrammatic technique is employed.
4. Diagrammatic representation
We introduce the diagrammatic representation of the scattering (S) and correlation (C)
structure of the kernels. Such SC diagrams consist of the following elements
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(i) the horizontal line - - - - represents a given particle (also called particle line)
(ii) the symbol ✐ stands for the operator M(i)
(iii) the vertical line | stands for the G - bond
(iv) double vertical line represents the correlation function h (called h-bond)
The exact interpretation of an h-bond depends on the geometric structure of a
diagram. For example
◦
◦
◦
1
2
3
stands for h(1, 2, 3), whereas
◦
◦◦
◦
1
2
3
corresponds to h(1, 2)h(2, 3).
Moreover, if the first symbol on the particle line (looking form the left side) is filled,
then the position of this particle is integrated over. Hence, for example the diagram
✐
✐
✐
✐
•
•
•
- - -
- - -3
1
2
4
(D 1)
represents the expression
∫
d1d3d4h(13)M(1)G(12)M(2)G(23)M(3)G(31)M(1)G(14)M(4). (4.1)
Note that the diagrams should be read from left to right. The particles lines 2 and
4 in the above diagram are left out since there’s only a single operator involving each of
these particles.
4.1. Irreducibility
A key notion in the analysis of internal structure of scattering sequence terms is the
concept of irreducibility of a diagram. Namely, the G bond in the diagram is called a
connection line if the removal of thisG-bond causes the diagram to become disconnected.
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Diagrams with one or more connection lines are called reducible, whereas diagrams
without any connection lines - irreducible.
For example the diagram
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
- - -
- -
-
- -
2
1
3
4
•
•
•
•
(D 2)
is reducible and can be cut into two pieces by breaking the G - bond between particles
2 and 3. The connection line which is most to the left will be called articulation line.
Note that the sub-diagram on the left of the articulation line is irreducible.
In the analogous way we can define the reducibility for the scattering structure of
the diagrams (S-reducibility). First of all nodal line is defined as a G-bond which
would be a connection line if all the h − bonds in a diagram are removed. Diagrams
with one or more nodal lines are called S-reducible.
Hence in the following diagram
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
•
✐
- - -
- -
- - - - - -
2
1
3
4
•
•
•
(D 3)
the G bond between particles 2 and 3 is the nodal line but not the connection line and
the diagram is S-reducible, although it is irreducible with respect to its full SC-structure
(which includes both correlation and scattering part).
4.2. The nodal structure
The nodal lines decompose the particles in a given diagram on the set of nodal blocks
Ci: C1 denotes the set of particles on the left of the first nodal line, C2 - the particles
between the first and the second nodal line and so on. Note that the definition of the
nodal line assures that Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ if only i 6= j.
For example the diagram
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✐
✐
✐
✐
3
2
1
(D 4)
has the nodal structure of the form
2,3
1
3
2
1
or simply 1|23.
The structure in the above figure is called the nodal structure graph (NSG). The
vertices of such a graph are nodal blocks, whereas the bonds in this graph are created
by nodal lines.
4.3. The block distribution function
Consider all the irreducible diagrams which have the same scattering structure and differ
only in correlation structure. The task of summing all of these diagrams thus boils down
to finding the sum of all their correlation functions.
To start with, the condition of irreducibility requires that if there is a nodal line in
the diagram then particles on the left of it cannot be totally uncorrelated from particles
on its right. This means that the correlation function that we are looking for is given
by
b(C1|C2|...|Ck) =< C1(1− Punc)C2(1− Punc)...(1− Punc)Ck > . (4.2)
Here C1|C2|...|Ck describes the nodal structure of the diagram, whereas the operator
Punc is the ”uncorrelating operator” introduced in (3.15). The function b(C1|C2|...|Ck)
defined in (4.2) is called the block distribution function [7]. Note that if there are no
nodal lines in the scattering structure of a given s-particle diagram, than b would be
just the full s-particle partial distribution function n(1, 2, ..., s).
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To get a better grip on b(C1|...|Ck), let us evaluate it for a few simple scattering
sequences. For the sequence presented in Diagram (D 4) the block distribution reads:
b(1|23) =< 1(1− Punc)23 >=< 123 > − < 1 >< 23 >= n(1, 2, 3)− n(1)n(23). (4.3)
We see that b(1|23) goes to zero as the particle 1 is dragged away from the particles 2
and 3, as in this case
n(1, 2, 3)→ n(1)n(23). (4.4)
Let us consider now the scattering sequence of the form
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
2,3
4,5
3
2
1
4
5
where
i1, i2 . . . ik
stands for any irreducible scattering sequence that involves the particles i1, i2 . . . ik.
The above scattering sequence has the nodal structure (1|23|45). Therefore its
block distribution function reads
b(1|23|45) =< 1(1− Punc)23(1− Punc)45 >= (4.5)
=< 12345 > − < 1 >< 2345 > − < 123 >< 45 > + < 1 >< 23 >< 45 >=
= n(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)− n(1)n(2, 3, 4, 5)− n(1, 2, 3)n(4, 5) + n(1)n(2, 3)n(4, 5),
which, as can be easily proved, vanishes whenever the particle {1} is separated from the
rest or the group {1, 2, 3} is dragged away from {4, 5}.
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5. Reduction of the diagrams
In Section II we have obtained the representation of the response kernel < T > as the
sum of terms of the form (3.14). Each such term may be represented as a diagram,
according to the rules formulated above. Next, those diagrams may be divided into two
groups: reducible and irreducible ones. Thus
< T >=< T >irr + < D >
where < T irr > is the sum of all irreducible diagrams of < T > whereas < D > - is the
sum of the reducible ones. However, each reducible diagram may be written in form of
a product:
D = IGR (5.1)
where D stands for the diagram under consideration, I is its part to the left of the
articulation line and R is the part to the right of the articulation line. As follows from
the definition of irreducibility, the diagram corresponding to I must be irreducible, since
it does not contain an articulation line itself. For example, the diagram (D 2) is divided
in a following way
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
- - -
- -
-
- -
2
1
3
4
•
•
•
•
Here I is given by the diagram
✐
✐
✐
✐- - -
- -
2
1
◦
◦
whereas R is given by
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✐
✐
✐-
- -
3
4
◦
◦
The scattering structure of both I and R diagrams is exactly the same as the
scattering structure of the original < T > diagrams. However, due to the irreducibility
restriction, the correlation structure of I diagrams is different: the correlation function
which multiplies a sum of all I diagrams with the given scattering structure is given
by the block correlation function b(C1|...|Ck) defined in (4.2). Thus the sum of all R
diagrams is just < T >, whereas the sum of all I diagrams is < T >irr. These arguments
lead to
< T >=< T >irr + < T >irr G < T > . (5.2)
which becomes exact in a thermodynamic limit [23]. Applying both sides of the above
equation to < Ψ0 > and using (2.11) one gets
< s >=< T > Ψ0 =< T >
irr Ψ0+ < T >
irr G < T > Ψ0 (5.3)
This equation can be combined with the average of (2.7)
< Ψ >= Ψ0 +G < s >= Ψ0 +G < T > Ψ0 (5.4)
leading to
< s >=< T >irr Ψ0+ < T >
irr (< Ψ > −Ψ0) =< T >
irr< Ψ > (5.5)
which links the sources < s > to the local field inside the sample, < Ψ >. Thus the X
operator in Eq. (3.6) may be identified with < T >irr.
In the following, we consider a more general form of a response kernel, namely
A =
∑
i
M o(i) +
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
M<(i)GM>(j) +
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
∑
k 6=j
M<(i)GM(j)GM>(k) + . . .
(5.6)
which differs from (2.13) in that it contains the opening operator M<(i), the closing
operatorM>(i) and the single-particle operatorM o, which in general are different from
M(i).
The reduction procedure for < A > is similar to the one presented above. However,
due to the presence ofM<(i) andM>(i) in the scattering sequence of A, the reduction
formula is slightly more complex than (5.2):
< A >=< A >irr + < A< >irr G < A> > (5.7)
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where the operators A< and A> have scattering sequences
A< =
∑
i
M(i)+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
M<(i)GM (j)+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
∑
k 6=j
M<(i)GM(j)GM(k)+. . . (5.8)
and
A> =
∑
i
M(i)+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
M(i)GM>(j)+
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
∑
k 6=j
M(i)GM(j)GM>(k)+. . . (5.9)
respectively.
As an example of a response problem described by a general structure (5.6) we
consider a colloidal suspension - a system of solid particles immersed in a fluid.
6. Transport phenomena in colloidal suspensions
The system under consideration consists of N identical spherical particles of radius a
immersed in an incompressible fluid of shear viscosity η. The particle Reynolds number
is assumed to be small so that the inertial effects are negligible and the fluid can be
described by Stokes equations. The sources si are then the force density exerted on the
fluid by the particles whereas the role of the field Ψ is played by the fluid velocity field,
v(r).
As it was shown by Mazur and Bedeaux [24] if the particles are impenetrable to
the flow and the stick boundary conditions at their surfaces are assumed, then validity
of Stokes equations may be formally extended inside the particles:
η∇2v −∇p+ f 0(r) + f (r) = 0, (6.1)
∇ · v = 0, (6.2)
v(r) = ui(r) = U i +Ωi × (r −Ri) for |r −Ri| ≤ a, (6.3)
p(r) = 0 for |r −Ri| ≤ a. (6.4)
Here f0(r) is an external force density applied to the fluid, such as gravity. Next, f(r)
is an induced force density localized on the particle surfaces [24, 25] and U i and Ωi are
translational and rotational velocities of the particles.
The solution of hydrodynamic equations (6.1),(6.2) can be written as
v(r) = v0(r) +
∫
G(r, r′) · f (r′)dr′, (6.5)
where v0(r) is the flow in absence of the particles and G(r, r
′) is the Green tensor. For
an unbounded fluid G(r, r′) is given by the Oseen tensor G0
G(r, r′) = G0(r − r
′),
G0(r) ≡
1
8πη
1+ rˆrˆ
r
, rˆ =
r
r
, (6.6)
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The response of a single particle to the fluid field is described by the one-particle
friction kernel Zo(i)
f i(r) =
∫
Zo(i; r, r
′)(ui(r
′)− va(r
′))dr′ (6.7)
where va(r) is the flow field external to particle i. The above equation is a counterpart
of the relation (2.2), with the operator M corresponding to −Zo. The explicit form
of Zo(i) for variety of boundary conditions may be found e.g. in [26]. Next, we may
proceed in several ways.
In a friction problem, one looks for the forces induced on the particles for the
given flow field. This leads to the relation
f (r) =
∑
i
f i(r) =
∫
Z(r, r′) · (v(r′)− v0(r
′))dr′, (6.8)
where the friction kernel Z(r, r′) can be represented in form of the scattering expansion
(2.13)
Z =
∑
i
Zo(i)−
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Zo(i)GZo(j) + . . . (6.9)
The above relations are analogous to (2.11) and (2.13) respectively. When deriving
Eq. (6.8), we used the fact that the operators Zo(i; r, r
′) are localized inside the
corresponding particles, together with the condition (6.3). Additionally, the notation
may be simplified further by introducing the operators Zo and G:
Zoij = Zo(i)δij Gij = G(ij)(1− δij) (6.10)
which are the NxN operator matrices in the particle indices. In the above, G(ij) denotes
the operator G placed between Zo(i) and Zo(j) in the scattering expansion (6.9). Here
and below we use the script letters (Zo, G, F . . . ) for objects acting in the particle
index space. With the above notation (6.9) takes form
Z = Zo(1 + GZo)
−1 (6.11)
The above allows us to find the friction matrix ζ which is defined by the relation between
the forces and torques acting on the particles and their velocities (in the absence of
external flow)
F˜ = ζU˜ , (6.12)
Here F˜ = (F ,T ) is the 6N-dimensional vector of forces and torques acting on each of
N particles: (F ,T ) = (F 1,F 2, ...,FN ,T 1, ...,TN) whereas U˜ = (U ,Ω) is the vector
of translational and rotational velocities of the particles U˜ = (U 1, ...,UN ,Ω1, ...,ΩN).
The friction matrix, ζ, may be similarly decomposed as
ζ =
(
ζtt ζtr
ζrt ζrr
)
.
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The matrices ζpq (p, q = t or r) are the 3Nx3N Cartesian tensors, and the superscripts
t and r correspond to the translational and the rotational components, respectively.
Subsequent analysis is facilitated by introduction of multipole expansion. Namely,
one represents the force densities and the velocity field around ith particle as the (infinite
dimensional) vectors of successive multipoles:
f i(r)→

F i
T i
Si
. . .
 (6.13)
and
ui(r)− v0(r)→

U i − v0(Ri)
Ωi − ω(Ri)
gi
. . .
 (6.14)
In the above, force multipoles are obtained by the following integrations of f(r)
F i =
∫
f (r)θi(r)dr (6.15)
T i =
∫
(r −Ri)× f (r)θi(r)dr,
Si =
∫
(r −Ri)f (r) θi(r),
where
θi(r) = θ(a− |r −Ri|) (6.16)
is the characteristic function of the particle i and the overbar stands for the symmetric
and traceless part of the tensor.
On the other hand, velocity multipoles are obtained by the following
differentiations:
ω(Ri) =
1
2
(∇× v0)r=Ri (6.17)
gi =
1
2
[∇αv0,β(r) +∇βv0,α(r)]r=Ri
In the multipole notation, the operators G0 and Zo become matrices. The friction
matrix, defined in (6.12), relates the two lowest velocity multipoles to the two lowest
force multipoles. Therefore it can be obtained from the multipole matrix Z by the
following projection
ζ = PZP . (6.18)
where P = (P t,Pr) are the projection operators extracting the two lowest moments
from the velocity (or force) distribution, i.e.
F˜ = Pf , (6.19)
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and
U˜ = Pv (6.20)
Subsequently, we will also use the operator Pd which gives the third multipole of the
force field, i.e.
Si = P
d
if i, (6.21)
and similarly for the velocity field
gi = P
d
iv0. (6.22)
Let us now find forces acting on particles in the presence of the ambient flow v0.
From Eq. (6.8) one gets in this case
F˜ = ζ · U˜ −PZv0. (6.23)
The above formalism can also be used to solve the mobility problem: finding velocities
of the particles U˜ for given forces F˜ and flow v0. In this case, the relation (6.23) gives
U˜ = ζ−1F˜ + ζ−1PZv0 ≡ µF˜ + Cv0, (6.24)
which defines the mobility matrix µ
µ = ζ−1 (6.25)
together with the convection kernel C
C = µPZ . (6.26)
The mobility matrix, µ, allows us to find translational and rotational velocities of
particles in terms of forces and torques acting on them in the absence of an external
flow (
U
Ω
)
= µ
(
F
T
)
, (6.27)
µ =
(
µtt µtr
µrt µrr
)
.
Finally, let us consider a problem of finding the force density f for given forces
F˜ 6= 0 and ambient flow v0. In this case, from (6.23) and (6.8) we obtain
f = C˜F˜ − Zˆv0. (6.28)
where C˜ is the transpose of C operator
C˜ = ZPµ, (6.29)
while the convective friction kernel Zˆ [27] is given by
Zˆ = Z −ZPµPZ . (6.30)
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The operator GZˆ produces the velocity fields, which are force-free and torque- free.
The scattering expansion for the convective friction kernel Zˆ is found to be
Zˆ = Zˆo(1 + GZˆo)
−1 =
∞∑
k=0
Zˆo(−GZˆo)
k, (6.31)
whereas the mobility operator can be written as
µ = µo + µoPZo
1
1 + GZˆo
GZoPµo = µo +
∞∑
k=0
µoPZo(−GZˆo)
kGZoPµo, (6.32)
where
µo =
1
PZoP
(6.33)
is the one particle mobility matrix whereas Zˆo is one-particle convective friction matrix,
given by the relation analogous to (6.30)
Zˆo = Zo −ZoPµoPZo. (6.34)
Since, similarly to the case of the Zˆ operator, the velocity fields produced by GZˆo are
force-free and torque-free, we obtain the relation
ZˆoP = PZˆo = 0 (6.35)
which will be used in the following.
Note that the scattering expansion (6.32) is of the form (5.6) with M< = µoZo,
M> = Zoµo, M o = µo, and M = −Zˆo. Analogous scattering expansions for the
kernels C and C˜ introduced above read [25]
C˜ = ZoPµo − ZˆGZoPµo =
∞∑
k=0
(−ZˆoG)
kZoPµo, (6.36)
C = µoPZo − µoPZoGZˆ =
∞∑
k=0
µoPZo(−GZˆo)
k. (6.37)
To obtain the response of the system on a macroscopic level, we need to average the
above-defined hydrodynamic kernels over an ensemble of particle configurations. Next,
the reduction procedure is carried out, according to the method outlined in Section 5.
The kernels are reduced analogously to A in Eqs. (5.7-5.9). Using the scattering
expansions (6.10),(6.32),(6.36),(6.37) one obtains
< µtt >=< µtt >irr + < C t >irr G < C˜
t
> (6.38)
< C >=< C >irr − < C >irr G < Zˆ > (6.39)
< C˜ >=< C˜ >irr − < Zˆ >irr G < C˜ > (6.40)
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and
< Zˆ >=< Zˆ >irr − < Zˆ >irr G < Zˆ > (6.41)
These relations may be used to transform the response equations introduced in the
previous section. For example, if the constant force E is applied to the particles, by
averaging Eq. (6.28) one gets
< f >=< C˜
t
> E− < Zˆ > v0 =
(< C˜
t
>irr − < Zˆ >irr G < C˜
t
>)E − (< Zˆ >irr − < Zˆ >irr G < Zˆ >)v0
(6.42)
The above may be written in the form
< f >=< C˜
t
>irr E− < Zˆ >irr< v > (6.43)
where < v(r) > is the average velocity of the suspension as a whole
< v >= v0 +G < f > . (6.44)
As it is seen from (6.1-6.4), the suspension velocity field v(r) has a simple interpretation:
it is equal to the fluid velocity if r is inside the fluid and coincides with the rigid body
motion wherever r lies inside the particle.
Another quantity of interest is the average velocity of suspended particles
U =
1
N
<
∑
i
U i > (6.45)
which can be obtained by averaging Eq. (6.24), using the reduction formulae (6.38)
and (6.39) and introducing the average suspension velocity according to (6.44). Such a
procedure leads to:
< U >=
1
N
(<
∑
i,j
µttij >
irr E+ <
∑
i
C ti >
irr< v >), (6.46)
7. Transport coefficients
7.1. Sedimentation and diffusion
One of the fundamental problems in the physics of suspensions is the sedimentation
phenomena - i.e. response of a suspension to a force field, e.g., gravity. The basic
quantity here is the sedimentation velocity coefficient K, the ratio of the average particle
velocity U to the acceleration of the external force field, E
K =
U
E
(7.1)
It is important to note that the sedimentation velocity is measured in the reference
frame in which the fluid as a whole is resting, i.e. < v >= 0. In this case Eq. (6.46)
gives
< U >=
1
N
<
∑
i,j
µttij >
irr E
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For the isotropic system, <
∑
ij µ
tt
ij >
irr is proportional to the unit tensor and the
sedimentation coefficient may be then expressed as
K =
1
3N
Tr <
∑
i,j
µttij >
irr (7.2)
Moreover, this allows one also to find the collective diffusion coefficient, which is
connected to K by the relation [28]
Dc =
kBT
S(0)
K (7.3)
7.2. Viscosity
The effective viscosity of a suspension, ηeff is obtained from the relation between the
average stress of the system and the average rate of strain
σ = 2ηIgeff (7.4)
with the effective value of the strain, geff , given by
geff =
1
2
[∇α < v >β +∇β < v >α] (7.5)
In Eq. (7.4), the tensor I is the fourth rank isotropic tensor, traceless and symmetric
in its first and last index pairs:
I =
1
2
(δαµδβν + δαµδβν −
2
3
δαβδµν) (7.6)
The stress in the suspension has two components - from the fluid itself and from
the force densities on particle surfaces [29], i.e.
σ = σfluid + σpart (7.7)
with the particle contribution given by the ensemble average of the stresslet
σpart =<
∑
i
Siδ(r −Ri) > (7.8)
The partition (7.7) allows one to write the effective viscosity in the form
ηeff = η +∆η
To calculate the effective viscosity, let us consider a problem of finding the force
density f for the given flow v0 in the absence of forces, F˜ = 0. This is a special case
of (6.28) leading to
f = −Zˆv0. (7.9)
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In particular, in the viscosity problem, one considers a linear velocity field of the form
v0 = g · r (7.10)
(with a symmetric and traceless matrix g) and looks for the stresslet, Si of the induced
force The response equation linking the local values of gi with the induced stresslet
Si =
∑
j
µddij gj (7.11)
defines the operator
µddij = P
d
i ZˆP
d
j (7.12)
where the projection operator Pdi defined in (6.21) has been used.
The next step is to take the average over the particle configurations. Eq. (6.43)
gives then
< f >= − < Zˆ > v0 = − < Zˆ >
irr< v > (7.13)
The stresslet may be obtained by acting on the above with the projection operator Pdi .
Expanding the flow field in gradients and taking the lowest term leads to the following
relation between stress and strain as
σpart =
1
N
<
∑
i,j
µddij >
irr geff (7.14)
where the relation (7.12) has been used.
For the isotropic system the average tensor < µdd >irr must be proportional to I,
thus
∆η =
1
10N
<
∑
i,j
µddij >
irr
αββα (7.15)
8. Fourier space formulation
8.1. Sedimentation coefficient
The transport coefficients defined above are often calculated using Fourier transform.
In the case of the sedimentation coefficient, one starts with the Fourier transform of
Eq. (6.24), which in the absence of an external flow reads
< U(k) >= K(k)E(k), (8.1)
where
U(k) =
1
N
∑
i
Uie
ik·Ri (8.2)
and
K(k) = kˆ· < µtt(k) > ·kˆ (8.3)
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is the wavevector-dependent sedimentation coefficient. In the above,
µtt(k) =
1
N
∑
ij
µttije
ik·Rij (8.4)
The usual sedimentation coefficient is then obtained as k→ 0 limit of (8.3)
K =
1
3
Tr lim
k→0
< µtt(k) > (8.5)
It is important to realize that the limit limk→0 < µ
tt(k) > in the above relation cannot
be replaced by the k = 0 value of the kernel, < µtt(k = 0) >. This is caused by the
presence of long-range hydrodynamic interactions in the system. Namely, the propagator
G(r−r′) contains terms which decay asymptotically as |r−r′|γ with γ ≤ 3. While trying
to calculate k = 0 value of the kernels, those long-range terms give rise to diverging
integrals.
An alternative way of calculating the sedimentation coefficient would be to start
with the Fourier transform of Eq. (6.46)
< U(k) >=< µtt(k) >irr E+ < C t(k) >irr< v(k) >, (8.6)
with
C(k) =
1
N
∑
i
∫
C ti (r)e
ik·(Ri−r)dr (8.7)
and then use the zero net flux condition [30]
v(k = 0) = 0 (8.8)
which holds for incompressible fluid placed in an immobile container. This gives
K =
1
3
Tr lim
k→0
< µtt(k) >irr=
1
3
Tr < µtt(k = 0) >irr (8.9)
which is equivalent to (7.2) and does not involve small wavenumber limits, which makes
it much more convenient in calculations. This time the value at k = 0 is well- defined
since the long-range terms are absent in irreducible kernels [30] and thus those kernels
are continuous at k = 0.
8.2. Viscosity
The Fourier space formalism may be also used to define the viscosity coefficient. First,
using the Fourier transform of the Oseen tensor
G(k) =
1
ηk2
(1− kˆkˆ), (8.10)
one writes the velocity field in the absence of the particles as
ηk2v0(k) = (1− kˆkˆ)f0(k). (8.11)
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The analogous relation between the average flow field in the presence of the particles,
< v >, and the external force density, f 0 will then define the wavevector dependent
effective viscosity function ηeff(k)
ηeff(k)k
2 < v(k) >= (1− kˆkˆ)f0(k). (8.12)
Again, the hydrodynamic viscosity coefficient is defined as the long wavelength limit of
ηeff(k)
ηeff = lim
k→0
ηeff(k) (8.13)
The function ηeff(k) may be expressed in terms of the hydrodynamic kernels defined
above. To this end we note that the flow field in the presence of particles may equally
well be expressed as
ηk2 < v(k) >= (1− kˆkˆ)(< f (k) > +f0(k)). (8.14)
Inserting the Fourier transform of Eq. (6.28) yields (for the homogeneous system in the
absence of external forces)
ηk2 < v(k) >= (1− kˆkˆ)(f 0(k)− < Zˆ(k) > v0(k)). (8.15)
In the above, the Fourier transform of the kernel Zˆ is defined as
Zˆ(k) =
∫
e−ik·r Zˆ(r − r′) eik·r
′
dr. (8.16)
where we used the fact that for a homogeneous system Zˆ(r, r′) ≡ Zˆ(r − r′).
Next we eliminate v0(k), using the identity
v0 =
1
1−G < Zˆ >
< v > (8.17)
obtained by combining Eq. (6.44) with Eq. (7.9).
Finally(
ηk2 + (1− kˆkˆ)
1
1−G < Zˆ(k) >
< Zˆ(k) >
)
< v(k) >= (1− kˆkˆ)f 0(k). (8.18)
Comparing Eq. (8.12) with Eq. (8.18) we obtain
∆η = ηeff − η = lim
k→0
1
2k2
(
(1− kˆkˆ)
1
1−G < Zˆ(k) >
< Zˆ(k) >
)
: (1− kˆkˆ) (8.19)
The above relation again involves a cumbersome k → 0 limit which cannot be replaced
by the corresponding value at k = 0, not only because of the 1/k2 term in (8.19) but
also since < Zˆ > is a long-range kernel, ill-defined at k = 0. However, Eq. (6.41) gives
< Zˆ >irr=
1
1−G < Zˆ >
< Zˆ > (8.20)
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thus the relation (8.19) may be rewritten in terms of the irreducible kernel < Zˆ(k) >irr
∆η = lim
k→0
1
2k2
(
(1− kˆkˆ) < Zˆ(k) >irr
)
: (1− kˆkˆ) (8.21)
An explicit expression for the above limit may be obtained by expanding Eq. (8.16)
in k and using the fact that the fields produced by the operator Zˆ are force free and
torque-free. Thus the lowest order term in this expansion is O(k2) and corresponds
to the third multipole (stress-strain) of force and velocity fields as defined in (6.13)
and (6.14). The coefficient in this term is thus proportional to the right hand side of
Eq. (7.12), and the proportionality constant may be obtained by isotropy considerations
(a detailed derivation may be found in Ref. [31]). Finally:
∆η =
1
10N
lim
k→0
<
∑
ij
µddij e
ik·Rij >irrαββα=
1
10N
<
∑
ij
µddij >
irr
αββα (8.22)
where the last equality follows from the fact that irreducible kernels have a well-defined
value at k = 0.
9. Linear response for Smoluchowski dynamics
The above developed formalism may also be applied to the calculation of the system
response in the long-time regime, when the memory effects (caused by the relaxation of
distribution of particle positions) become important. As a first step towards solving this
problem, we apply the linear response theory to generalized Smoluchowski equation,
which governs the evolution of the particle distribution function in the configuration
space, P (X, t) for the colloidal suspension. In the absence of external disturbances, the
equilibrium distribution is given by
Peq(X) = e
−βφ(X)/Q, (9.1)
where φ is the potential of interparticle forces.
Next, we disturb the system by introducing the imposed flow field v0(r) and
external forces E = (E1, . . . ,EN) and calculate an induced mean force density
and particle current. The evolution of P (X, t) is then given by the Generalized
Smoluchowski Equation [28]
∂
∂t
P (X, t) = D(X, t)P (X, t)
where the Smoluchowski operator, D(X, t), in the presence of the flow v0(r) and
external forces E reads
D(X, t) ≡
N∑
i,j=1
∂
∂Ri
·Dij(X) ·
[
∂
∂Rj
+ β(F inti +Ei)
]
+
∂
∂Ri
· C ti (X) · v0. (9.2)
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Here D(X) is the diffusion matrix
Dij = kBTµ
tt
ij, (9.3)
and
F inti = −∇iφ (9.4)
are the interparticle forces.
For later use, we also introduce the adjoint Smoluchowski operator, L, which obeys
DPeq(X)... = Peq(X)L... (9.5)
Next, we find the mean particle current and force density. The former is given by
the following ensemble average
< j(r,X) >t≡<
N∑
i=1
R˙iδ(r −Ri) >=<
N∑
i=1
LRiδ(r −Ri) >t, (9.6)
where the symbol < >t denotes the average over P (X, t). Inserting the explicit form of
adjoint Smoluchowski operator yields
< j(r,X) >t=<
N∑
i=1
{
(β−1
∂
∂X
+F int + E) · µ(X) + C(X)v0
}
i
δ(r −Ri) >t (9.7)
where F int = (F int1 ,F
int
2 , ...,F
int
N ) and { }i stands for i-th component (in particle
indexes) of the operator in brackets. For example
{E · µ(X)}i =
∑
j
Ej · µji =
∑
j
µij ·Ej. (9.8)
where the symmetry of mobility matrix has been used in the last equality. Moreover, in
order to keep the notation simple, from now on we denote translational part of mobility
matrix µtt simply by µ, as only µtt appears in subsequent considerations. Analogous
convention applies to C˜
t
and C t, which will be written as C˜ and C respectively.
By considerations similar to the above one can also find the mean force density. As
it has been shown in [32] it is given by the formula
< f (r,X) >t=< (β
−1 ∂
∂X
+F + E) · C(X)− Zˆ(X)v0 >t . (9.9)
In deriving the linear response formulas for the system of Brownian particles the
approach due to Felderhof and Jones [33, 34] is adopted. It is assumed that particles
were at equilibrium in the infinite past so that
P (X, t→ −∞) = Peq(X)
Subsequently the fields E and v0 are turned on and the distribution changes to
P (X, t) = Peq(X) + δP (X, t), (9.10)
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with δP (X, t) obeying (to the linear order in E and v0):
∂δP (X, t)
∂t
−DδP = −
∂
∂X
· [(µE(t) + Cv0(t))Peq] . (9.11)
The solution of the above equation with initial condition δP = 0 for t = −∞ is given
by
δP (X, t) = −Peq
∫ t
−∞
dt′eL(t−t
′)(
∂
∂X
+ βF) · [µE(t′) + Cv0(t
′)]. (9.12)
This allows us to rewrite the expressions for < f (r,X) >t and < j(r,X) >t as
< j(r) >t=< j >
inst
t + < j >
ret
t ≡
∫
dr′(Y jE(r, r
′)E(r′, t) + Y jv(r, r
′)v0(r
′, t))+
+
∫
dr′
∫ t
−∞
dt′(XjE(r, r
′, t− t′)E(r′, t′) +X jv(r, r
′, t− t′)v0(r
′, t′)),
(9.13)
< f(r) >t=< f >
inst
t + < f >
ret
t ≡
∫
dr′(Y fE(r, r
′)E(r′, t) + Y fv(r, r
′)v0(r
′, t))+
∫
dr′
∫ t
−∞
dt′(XfE(r, r
′, t− t′)E(r′, t′) +Xfv(r, r
′, t− t′)v0(r
′, t′)),
(9.14)
where an auxiliary force field E(r, t) was introduced, such that
Ei(t) =
∫
δ(r −Ri)E(r, t)dr. (9.15)
and we have singled out instantaneous and retarded part of system’s response
(corresponding to averaging over Peq and δP in Eq. (9.10), respectively). The former
contribution appears immediately after E or v0 is turned on and follows the change of
the external perturbation, while the latter describes memory effects due to the change
of the distribution function induced by external forces.
Instantaneous response kernels introduced above are defined as follows
Y jE(r, r
′) =<
N∑
i,j=1
δ(r −Ri)µijδ(r
′ −Rj) >, (9.16a)
Y jv(r, r
′) =<
N∑
i=1
δ(r −Ri)Ci(r
′) >, (9.16b)
Y fE(r, r
′) =<
N∑
j=1
C˜(r)jδ(r
′ −Rj) >, (9.16c)
Y fv(r, r
′) =< −Zˆ(r, r′) >, (9.16d)
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whereas time-dependent response kernels X are given by
XjE(r, r
′, t) = −β−1 <
N∑
i,j=1
δ(r −Ri)[µ·
←
∇]ie
Lt[(
→
∇ +βF) · µtt]jδ(r
′ −Rj) >,
(9.17a)
Xjv(r, r
′, t) = −β−1 <
N∑
i=1
δ(r −Ri)[µ·
←
∇]ie
Lt(
→
∇ +βF) · C(r′) >, (9.17b)
XfE(r, r
′, t) = −β−1 < C˜(r)·
←
∇ eLt
N∑
j=1
[(
→
∇ +βF) · µ]jδ(r
′ −Rj) >, (9.17c)
Xfv(r, r
′, t) = −β−1 < C˜(r)·
←
∇ eLt(
→
∇ +βF) · C(r′) >, (9.17d)
where the symbols
←
∇ and
→
∇ denote the operator ∂/∂X acting to the left and to the
right respectively.
10. The reduction of response kernels
The instantaneous response kernels defined in (9.16a-9.16d) are reduced according to
the general formula (5.7). Using the scattering expansions (6.10),(6.32),(6.36),(6.37)
one obtains then
< Y AB >=< Y Av >
irr + < Y Av >
irr G < Y fB >, (10.1)
where A = j, E and B = E, v.
A somewhat harder task is to perform the reduction of the retarded response kernels
X given by Eq. (9.17). The general form of those kernels is
X =< AeLtB >
with two operatorsA andB on both sides of the evolution operator eLt. It is precisely the
presence of the evolution operator in the kernels that makes the reduction complicated.
The procedure is as follows. First, the adjoint Smoluchowski operator
L = [β−1
→
∇ +F ] · µ·
→
∇ (10.2)
is decomposed as
L(1, 2, . . . , N) =
N∑
i,j=1
L0(i) + δL(1, 2, . . . , N), (10.3)
where L0(i) is the single particle operator
L0(i) = D0∇
2
i , (10.4)
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with ∇2i denoting the Laplacian with respect to Ri and D0 - single particle diffusion
coefficient. It is worth noting that L0 does not introduce any correlation between the
particles. Thus the evolution operator can be written as a series
eLt = S(t)+
∫ t
0
dτS(t−τ)δLS(τ)+
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ τ
0
dτ ′S(t−τ)δLS(τ−τ ′)δLS(τ)+..., (10.5)
with
S(1, 2, . . . , N ; t) =
N∏
i
S(i; t), (10.6)
and
S(i; t) = eL0(i)t. (10.7)
Next, the scattering expansions of the operators A, B and δL are performed. Then,
after inserting the expansions into < AeLtB > one ends up with the representation of
the retarded response kernel as a sum of terms of the following structure
Rs(Λ, c) =
∫
d1 . . .ds
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ τ1
0
dτ2 . . .
∫ τn−1
0
dτnA
′(t)S(t− τ1)
δL′(τ1)S(τ1 − τ2)δL
′(τ2) . . . S(τn)B
′(τn)c(1, . . . , s),
(10.8)
where A′, B and δL′ stand for some elements of the scattering expansions of A, B and
δL respectively and s is the number of particles appearing in the given term. The time
variables have been added to time-independent operators δL′, A′ and B′ just to indicate
their positions relative to the evolution operators in the above integral.
11. Diagrammatic expansion for time-dependent kernels
Since the scattering expansion of time-dependent response kernels involves more
operators than the instantaneous response kernels, we need to introduce new elements
into the diagrams, namely:
• the single-particle evolution operators S(i, τ − τ ′) are represented in the diagrams
by horizontal solid lines (e-bonds):
τ τ ′
• a dagger line ††
†
represents the two-body interparticle forces ( F - bond)
• single arrows (→,←) represent the operators
→
∇ and
←
∇ respectively
• double arrows (⇒,⇐) represent β−1
→
∇ and β−1
←
∇ respectively
For example the diagram
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✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
←
t τ τ ′ 0
✐
⇒
✐
✐
✐
→
✐
✐
✐
→
✐
⇒
✐
✐
✐
✐
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2
1
3
4
•
•
◦
◦
†
†
†
◦
◦
(D 5)
stands for the kernel
∫
d1d2 h(12)h(34)A˜(1, 2, 3, 4)
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ (11.1)
S(1, 2, 3, 4; t− τ)δ˜L1(2, 3, 4)S(1, 2, 3, 4; τ − τ
′)δ˜L2(1, 2)S(1, 2, 3, 4; τ
′)B˜(1, 2, 3, 4),
with the corresponding blocks given by
A˜(1, 2, 3, 4) =− δ(r −R1)M
<(1)G(12)M(2)G(21)M(1)
G(12)Zˆo(2)G(23)Zˆo(3)G(34)Zˆo(4)G(43)M
>(3)
←
∇3,
δ˜L1(2, 3, 4) =β
→
∇4 M
<(4)G(43)M(3)G(32)M(2)G(23)M>(3)
→
∇3,
δ˜L2(1, 2) =F (21)M(1)G(12)M(2)G(21)M
>(1)
→
∇1,
B˜(1, 2, 3, 4) =−
→
∇4 M
<(4)G(43)M(3)G(34)M(4)G(42)
M(2)G(21)M>(1)δ(r −R1).
The exact form ofM ,M> andM< depends on the specific kernel to be represented
by the diagrams. For example, in the case of XjE, we put
M(i) = Zˆo(i) (11.2)
M<(i) = µo(i)P(i)Zo(i) (11.3)
and
M>(i) = Zo(i)P(i)µo(i) (11.4)
As it is seen, the scattering sequences in time-dependent diagrams have a more
complicated structure than those encountered before, not only due to the presence of
several independent blocks, but also due to the appearance of divergence operators
←
∇
and
→
∇.
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12. Reduction of time-dependent diagrams
The next task is to perform the reduction of the time-dependent diagrams along similar
lines to the approach presented previously - i.e. by identification of connection lines.
The definition of a connection line is analogous to that in instantaneous response terms:
an operator G(ik, ik+1) is called the connection line of a term Rs(Λ, c) if the latter can
be written as
Rs(Λ, c) =∫
Λ1(i1, i2, . . . , ik)c1(i1, i2, . . . , ik)G(ik, ik+1)Λ2(ik+1, . . . , is)c2(ik+1, . . . , is)d1d2...ds,
(12.1)
so that after the removal of G(ik, ik+1) the term Rs(Λ, c) becomes a product of two
independent integrals. Integrals over time have been omitted in the above expression as
they are irrelevant to our definition. The nodal line and nodal blocks for terms Rs(Λ, c)
are also defined analogously to the instantaneous response case. Thus, for example a
diagram of the form
✐
✐
✐
✐
←
t τ τ ′ 0
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
✐
✐
✐
→
✐
⇒
✐
✐
✐
✐- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2
1
3
4
•
•
◦
◦
†
†
†
◦
◦
(D 6)
has a single connection line (the one joining the particles 2 and 3). This is also a
nodal line of this diagram.
However, because of the fact that retarded response terms consist of a number of
individual operatorsA′, δL′(τ1), δL
′(τ2) . . . the nodal structure ofRs(Λ, c) is usually very
complicated and in general it is impossible to apply the concept of block distribution
function here. To analyse the nodal structure of retarded response kernels an ordering
of the graph nodes is introduced first. Namely, moving along the graph from the left to
the right we index all the nodes with the subsequent natural numbers. For the diagram
(D 6) one gets
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✐
✐
✐
✐
←
1
2
3
4
t τ τ ′ 0
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
5
6
7
✐
✐
✐
→
8
9
10
✐
⇒
✐
✐
✐
✐
11
12
13
14
15- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2
1
3
4
•
•
◦
◦
†
†
†
◦
◦
(D 7)
The above defined ordering allows us to introduce the notion of a proper diagram.
To define it, let us consider a diagram Rs with a scattering structure Λ(i1, i2, . . . , is) and
a nodal line G(ik, ik+1) such that
Λ(i1, i2, . . . , is) = Λ1(i1, i2, . . . , ik)G(ik, ik+1)Λ2(ik+1, . . . , is). (12.2)
The diagram Rs will be called proper if all the operators in which the particles from
{i1, i2, . . . , ik} appear have smaller indexes than these in which {ik+1, . . . , is} appear.
Thus the diagram (D 2) is not proper whereas the one of the form
✐
✐
✐
✐
←
1
2
3
4
t τ τ ′ 0
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
5
6
7
✐
✐
✐
→
8
9
10 ✐
⇒
✐
✐
✐
✐
11
12
13
14
15
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2
1
3
4
•
•
◦
◦
†
†
†
◦
◦
(D 8)
is proper. Note that the definition of a proper term concerns only the scattering
structure in a diagram, the correlation structure is irrelevant here.
12.1. Nodal structure of time dependent kernels
As the evolution diagrams consist of many different building blocks (A, B and δL)
no wonder that their nodal structure is much more complicated than that of the
instantaneous response diagrams analyzed in Section 5. For example the diagram
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✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
←
t τ τ ′ 0
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
✐
⇒
✐
✐
- - -
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3
2
4
5
6
7
1
•
•
◦
◦
(D 9)
has the nodal structure of the form
4,5
2,3
1
6
7
In graph theory the above structure is called a tree: a connected graph which do
not contain any circuits (the lack of circuits stems directly from the definition of the
nodal line). Unfortunately, the presence of many branches makes it impossible to apply
in this case the methods developed in Section 5. In particular, the block distribution
function cannot be defined on the nodal structure like that of the diagram (D 4), as it
lacks the linear ordering.
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Luckily, the nodal structure graph of the proper terms is simpler. Namely, in the
proper diagrams by the definition left-right ordering of the vertices is compatible with
the nodal structure. Hence the nodal graph of a proper diagram is a simple chain - a
tree with two terminal vertices only.
For example, the proper diagram of the form
✐
✐
✐
✐
✐
←
t τ τ ′ 0
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
✐
⇒
✐
✐
→
✐
⇒
✐
✐
- - -
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2
1
3
4
5
•
•
◦
◦
(D 10)
has a chain-like nodal structure graph of the form
3,4
1,2
5
Thus in proper diagrams, nodal lines divide the particles i1, . . . , is into nodal blocks
C1, C2, . . . which can be ordered according to the place in the chain. This means that the
nodal structure can again be written in the form C1|C2|...|Ck, where C1, C2, ....,Ck come
one after another in the time integral (10.8). For such a structure a block distribution
function can again be defined by Eq. (4.2).
As it was mentioned, these concepts cannot be applied in the case of improper
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terms. However, it may be shown [35] that in the thermodynamic limit the sum of all
improper diagrams in the expansion of a given time-dependent kernel vanishes. (We give
see the sketch of the proof in the Appendix.) Therefore in the subsequent analysis we can
consider proper terms only. The fact that the time-dependent diagrams have a chain-like
structure is an important result, since it allows us to use a concept of block distribution
function and carry out the reduction procedure in the case of time-dependent response.
This element was missed by the authors of Ref. [34] who applied directly the block-
distribution function analysis in their studies on linear response theory of viscosity,
without showing first that the structure of the terms in respective scattering expansion
is indeed chain-like.
Because of the chain-like form of the diagrams, it is now relatively easy to sum the
proper terms which share a similar nodal structure. For example, the proper diagrams
of the kernel
X =< AeLtB >
may be divided in the following groups
(i) Diagrams with the articulation line in A-block
(ii) Diagrams with the articulation line in δL -block
(iii) Diagrams with the articulation line in B-block
(iv) Irreducible diagrams.
Below, the reduction procedure is carried out for the diagrams of each type
(i) Proper diagrams with the articulation line inside A-block are of the form
← ⇒ → ⇒ → ⇒
G1−articulation line
A<
A> δL δL B
⋂
⋃
⋂
⋃
- -
- -
- -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
where the ovals stand for correlation functions and the divergence operators in each
block are marked
The kernel A may be now reduced analogously to (5.7) which gives
X1 =< A
< >irr G < A>eLtB > (12.3)
(ii) The proper diagrams with the articulation line inside δL-block are of the form
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← ⇒
→ ⇒
G−art. line⋂
⋃
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
⋂
⋃
A δL<
δL> B
Thus, after the reduction, the diagrams of X2 sum up to
X2 =
∫ t
0
dτ < AeL(t−τ)δL< >irr G < δL>eLτB > . (12.4)
(iii) Nonvanishing diagrams with articulation line inside B-block are of the form
← ⇒ → ⇒
G−art. line
⋂
⋃- -- -
- -
⋂
⋃- -- -
- -
A δL B<
B>
and they sum up to
X3 =< Ae
LtδB> >irr G < B> > . (12.5)
(iv) Finally, the irreducible diagrams give
X4 =< Ae
LtδB >irr . (12.6)
Eventually, summing up (12.3-12.6) we get for the kernelX the following expression
X(t) =< AeLtδB >=< AeLtδB >irr + < A< >irr G < A>eLtB > +∫ t
0
dτ < AeL(t−τ)δL< >irr G < δL>eLτB > + < AeLtB< >irr G < B> >
(12.7)
The above algorithm may be now used to reduce the time-dependent kernels defined
in Eq. (9.17). Namely, the analysis of the scattering structures of both retarded and
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instantaneous kernels (9.16a-9.17d) leads to
XAB(t) =X
irr
AB(t) + Y
irr
AvGXfB(t) +
∫ t
0
dτX irrAv(t− τ)GXfB(τ) +X
irr
Av(t)GY
irr
fB.
(12.8)
where again A = j, E and B = E, v.
13. Effective equations
The reductions of instantaneous kernels Y and time-dependent kernels X carried out
above may now be used to obtain the effective equations governing the dynamics of
suspensions. Namely, using (10.1) in Eq. (9.13) we get the following expression for the
instantaneous part of the current
< j >inst = Y jEE + Y jvv0 = Y
irr
jEE + Y
irr
jv v0 + Y
irr
jv G < f >
ins (13.1)
where the definition of the instantaneous force density (9.14) was used.
The retarded part of the current may be similarly obtained from the reduction
formulae (12.8).
< j >rett =
∫ t
−∞
dt′(X irrjE(t− t
′)E(t′) +X irrjv (t− t
′)v0(t
′))+
+ Y irrjv G
∫ t
−∞
dt′
(
XfE(t− t
′)E(t′) +Xfv(t− t
′)v0(t
′)
)
+
+
∫ t
−∞
dt′
∫ t−t′
0
dτX irrjv (t− t
′ − τ)G
(
XfE(τ)E(t
′) +Xfv(τ)v0(t
′)
)
+
+
∫ t
−∞
dt′X irrjv (t− t
′)G
(
Y fEE(t
′) + Y fvv0(t
′)
)
.
(13.2)
The third term can be simplified by first changing the variables of integration to
(t′, t′′ = t′ + τ), then changing the order of integration, and finally using the fact that
(cf. Eq. 9.14)∫ t′′
−∞
dt′
(
XfE(t
′′ − t′)E(t′) +Xfv(t
′′ − t′)v0(t
′)
)
=< f >rett′′ . (13.3)
By this means Eq. (13.2) can be rewritten as
< j >rett =
∫ t
−∞
dt′(X irrjE(t− t
′)E(t′) +X irrjv (t− t
′)v0(t
′))+
Y irrjv G < f >
ret
t +
∫ t
−∞
dt′′X irrjv (t− t
′′)G < f >t′′ .
(13.4)
The equations for the instantaneous and retarded current are then added to yield
the total current. The structure of the equations can be most clearly seen after the
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Fourier transform in time:
< j(ω) >=< j(ω) >inst + < j(ω) >ret= (Y irrjE +X
irr
jE(ω))E(ω)+(Y
irr
jv +X
irr
jv (ω))v(ω)
(13.5)
where we used the fact that the total suspension velocity may be written as
< v >= v0 +G < f > (13.6)
The Fourier transforms in time introduced above are defined as
v(ω) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
< v >t e
iωtdt, (13.7)
and analogously for j(ω), whereas the kernels X =< AeLtB > are transformed as
X(ω) =
∫ ∞
0
< AeLtB > eiωtdt. (13.8)
In an analogous way one may derive the equation for the average force density
(cf. 9.14), getting
< f(ω) >= (Y irrfE +X
irr
fE)E(ω) + (Y
irr
fv +X
irr
fE) < v(ω) > (13.9)
The above result can be inserted into the Stokes equation to yield, after the Fourier
transform in space,
ηk2 < v(k, ω) >= (Y irrfE +X
irr
fE)E(ω) + (Y
irr
fv +X
irr
fv ) < v(k, ω) > (13.10)
13.1. Small k expansions of response kernels
In the long wave limit the tensor Y irrjv takes a particularly simple form. Namely, the
scattering expansion (6.37) gives
Y jv(k = 0)
irr =
∫
<
N∑
i=1
δ(Ri)[
∞∑
l=0
P tµoPZo(−GZˆo)
l]i(r
′) >irr dr′ (13.11)
However, the integral over r′ may be replaced by the action of projection operator P t.
Then, using Eq. (6.35), which implies that ZˆoP
t = 0, we get
Y jv(k = 0)
irr =<
N∑
i=1
δ(Ri)µo(i)P(i)Zo(i)P
t(i) >irr=<
N∑
i=1
δ(Ri) > 1 = n1 (13.12)
where the expression (6.33) for one particle mobility matrix has been used. The next
nonvanishing term in the expansion of Y jv(k) in k is the second order one
Y jv(k)
irr = n1 + k2yjv + ..., (13.13)
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with the tensor yjv of the form
yjv = y
l
jvkˆkˆ + y
t
jv(1− kˆkˆ), (13.14)
where yljv and y
t
jv are scalars representing longitudinal and transverse part of yjv,
respectively. Next, since Y irrfE is adjoint to Y
irr
jv , we get
Y fE(k = 0)
irr = Y jv(k = 0)
irr = n1. (13.15)
On the other hand, again using the property (6.35) we get a simple result
Y fv(k = 0)
irr = 0 (13.16)
The small k expansions of operators Y fE and Y fv read
Y fE(k)
irr = n1 + k2yfE + ...,
Y fv(k)
irr = k2yfv + ... (13.17)
Analogous expansions are carried out for the time-dependent kernels
X irrjv (k, ω) = k
2xjv(ω) + . . . , (13.18)
X irrfv (k, ω) = k
2xjv(ω) + . . . , (13.19)
X irrfE(k, ω) = k
2xfE(ω) + . . . , (13.20)
Using these expansions in Eqs. (13.5) and (13.10) one arrives at the following relations
for the diffusion current and force density for small but finite k:
j(k, ω)− nv(k, ω) =
(
yjE + xjE(ω)
)
E(k, ω) + k2(1− kˆkˆ)
(
ytjv + x
t
jv(ω)
)
V (k, ω),
(13.21a)
k2(η + ytfv + x
t
fv(ω))v(k, ω) = (1− kˆkˆ)
(
f 0(k, ω) + nE(k, ω)
+ k2
(
ytfE + x
t
fE(ω))E(k, ω)
)
(13.21b)
Here, yjE and xjE are defined by
Y jE(k = 0)
irr = yjE1. (13.22)
and
X irrjE(k = 0, ω) = xjE(ω)1 (13.23)
Moreover, ytab and x
t
ab denote the transverse part of the operators yab and xab respectively
and the incompressibility condition (1− kˆkˆ)v(k) = v(k) was used.
The dynamics described by Eqs. (13.21a) and (13.21b) is relatively complex. First
of all, there are direct effects. First, an external force E applied to the particles induces
the diffusion current
jd = j − nv (13.24)
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which is the particle current measured relative to the average suspension velocity frame.
The intensity of that effect is measured by the sedimentation coefficient, which now
becomes frequency-dependent and reads
K(ω) =
1
n
(yjE + xjE(ω)) (13.25)
Moreover, as seen in (13.21b), the suspension velocity field is induced by the overall
external force acting on the particles and the fluid
F tot = f0 + nE (13.26)
The effective viscosity of the suspension is modified by the presence of the particles and
reads
ηeff(ω) = η + ytfv + x
t
fv(ω). (13.27)
Finally, there are also cross effects linking the suspension velocity v(ω) with the external
force acting on the particles E(ω) and the diffusion current j(ω) with v(ω). The
intensity of those couplings is measured by the coefficients ytfE+x
t
fE(ω) and y
t
jv+x
t
jv(ω)
respectively. However since fE kernels are adjoint to jv ones (cf. Eqs. (9.16d) and
(9.17)) the above coefficients are in fact equal. This is a manifestation of the Onsager
symmetry as suggested by Nozie`res [36].
14. Summary
The response of a composite system with field-induced forces was studied using a newly
developed diagrammatic method. The method may be used in both instantaneous and
retarded response analysis. It was shown that in both cases it is possible to describe
the system’s response by a set of transport coefficients which depend solely on local
properties of the medium. The expressions for the transport coefficients obtained with
use of the diagrammatic technique were shown to be well-behaved and free of divergences
even in the presence of long-ranged forces. Thus they represent a proper starting point
for calculation of the transport coefficients and for construction of approximate methods.
As mentioned in the Introduction, a subsequent article [13] will discuss the
application of the above methodology to the problem of the settling velocity and its
fluctuations in a non-Brownian suspension. This task is more complex than analogous
analysis for the Brownian suspension, presented in Sec. 7.1, since the distribution
functions in that case correspond to the nonequilibrium (though stationary) state. Using
the diagrammatic technique one can derive correlation functions in this state. Again,
the crucial element of the derivation is the reduction procedure. Due to its complexity,
this procedure is nearly impossible to carry out were it not for the rigorous methodology
provided by the diagrammatic method.
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Appendix A. Simplification of time-dependent diagrams
In this appendix we sketch the idea of the proof that the sum of all time-dependent
improper diagrams vanishes. The detailed proofs may be found in [35].
First, let us introduce a few additional definitions concerning structure of the
diagrams from the expansion of < AeLtB >. First, let us note that when one removes
all correlation functions and e-bonds from a given diagram, it decomposes into a number
of subdiagrams - scattering blocks, representing A, B or subsequent δL’s operators.
The vertex in a given block which is most to the left (right) will be called first (or
last) vertex of the block respectively. Finally, right(left) terminal block is a block with
the property that the particle line passing through its last(first) vertex v does not pass
through any other vertex in a diagram more to the right(left) than v.
For example, the diagram (D 6) consists of four scattering blocks. The first one
(from the left) is a left terminal A block, the next one is a left terminal δL block. Then
there is another δL block and finally a right terminal B block.
Note that every improper diagram must contain one of the following: either a
right (or left) terminal δL block or a right terminal A block or a left terminal B block.
Next, we consider these cases in order.
The case when a diagram contains a right terminal δL block is relatively
straightforward. It suffices to note that every δL block ends with the ❡
→
operator.
In the case of the right terminal δL block this divergence operator has nothing to act
on to its right and thus the value of such a diagram vanishes.
The case of left terminal δL block is a bit more complicated. Let us denote such a
block by Lb. There are two possibilities:
a) Lb begins with ❡
⇒
operator i.e. β−1
→
∇i µo(i)P(i)Zo(i)
b) Lb begins with F jiµo(i)P(i)Zo(i)
Here i denotes the particle with which Lb begins whereas j is some particle from the
diagram different from i. For the diagrams in (a) , using integration by parts one can
transform ❡
⇒
operator at the beginning of Lb for −1 · ❡
⇐
operator. But, as Lb is
the left terminal block, after such operation, the differentiation in −1· ❡
⇐
acts only on
the correlation function on the far left of the diagram. However, for the equilibrium
distribution functions
−β−1∇in
eq
s (1, . . . , s) = −
s∑
j=1
Fij n
eq
s (1, . . . , s)−
∫
Fi(s+1)n
eq
s (1, . . . , s+1)d(s+1) (A.1)
Thus each diagram in (a) may be written as a sum of a number of diagrams in (b) with
the same scattering structure, taken with an opposite sign. In this way one can show
that the total sum of all diagrams in (a) and (b) vanishes.
It remains to consider two more cases: the diagrams with a right terminal A-block
and those with left terminal B-block. However, in the first case, it suffices to transform
❡←operator at the end of A-block to −1 · ❡→using integration by parts, and then note that
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again the divergence operator has nothing to act on to its right. Eventually, in case of
diagrams with left terminal B-block, the proof is analogous to the one concerning left
terminal δL blocks presented above
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